1. PANEL ONE-FRONT
“Dust, Drought, and Dreams Gone Dry”

2. PANEL TWO-FRONT
“Humans and the Ecology of the Plains”

3. PANEL THREE-FRONT
“People of the Plains”
4. PANEL FOUR- FRONT

“Artists of the Plains”

5. PANEL FIVE- FRONT

“Voices of the Plains”

6. PANEL SIX- FRONT

“Drought”
7. PANEL SEVEN-FRONT

“Railroad, Farms, and American Dreams”

8. PANEL EIGHT-FRONT

“Machines and Markets over Nature”
9. PANEL NINE-FRONT
“Changing the Land”

10. PANEL TEN-FRONT
“False Dawn”
17. PANEL SEVENTEEN-BACK

"Looking for Answers"

18. PANEL EIGHTEEN-BACK

"Government Programs"
19. PANEL NINETEEN-BACK
“Studying the Dust Bowl”

20. PANEL TWENTY-BACK
“The Plains Today”